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had to do with the treatment work at tho Culion Leper Colony. The thon Chief 
Chemist (G. A. Perkins, Ph.D.) made a preliminary invest igation of the pos
sibility of producing a new type of fluorescein-combined drug. However, the 
matter was not pursued. 'fhe chemical work was not encouraging; reports of 
work with animals told of dangerous sensitization to light through the injection 
of similar dyes, which bespoke the need of great caution in dealing with patients; 
finally, circumstances made it necessary to avoid any radical ex perimental departure 
from straight-line treatment lest possible untoward results should hampor the 
leprosy work. 

Dr. Ryrie has had the courage, and the opportunity of patients ' 
willingness and obvious official sanction, to undertake such experi
ments. His results are most interesting, and not without definite 
encouragement. '1'his, we believe, can be said in spite of the facts, 
first, that there was considerable irregularity as regards benefit, and, 
second, that forty per cent of the negative cases have relapsed, with 
reappearance of the lesions that had subsided.' Even if dye therapy 
may not produce complete cures, it may well prove to be highly ad
vantageous if in any important proportion of cases it will cause rapid 
recession of lesions to a certain point, provided that improvement 
can be continued from that point by more ordinary, slower methods. 
It possibly may be of value as an alternative treatmeri.t for occasional 
use when, as is often the case, a patient's progress comes to a stand~ 
still under one of the current treatments. There are, of course, other 
possibilities, such as the simultaneous use of another drug, as in the 
supposed leprosy treatment here recalled, or in the chemical combina
tion of some more effective agent with a dye or other substance that 
is taken up selectively by the lepromata. 

It is to be hoped, however, that the emphasis which Ryrie places 
on the precautions to be used in carrying out the treatment will not 
be overlooked, lest this line of work be unfairly prejudiced; and that 
his frank evaluation of the present status of the matter be borne in 
mind, lest extravagant expectations be aroused on the part of patients 
and the public at large during this uncertain, experimental phase of 
the matter. 

FROM THE EDITORIAJ,J OFFICE 
LETTERS OF INQUIRY 

As was stated in the first issue of the JOURNAL, it is desired that the section 
for correspondence should be a real, live feature. Such a department would 
naturally be out of place in a strictly formal periodical, solely devoted to the 

I According to the letter from Dr. Ryrie published in this issue of the JOURNAl •• 
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publication of original articles. But to meet the needs of the audience for which 
this periodical is intended- to be of interest and value to the full· time research 
worker on the one hand and th e harrassed hosp ital physician or missionary doctor 
who deals with the disease only incidentally or occasionally on the other- it must be 
both formal and inform:J.!. 0 1' , a~ one memher of the Editorial Board has expressed 
i t, it should deal with both theory and practice. it is in connection with tlli~ 
last point that the JOURNAL offers its pages to those who desire to ask practical 
questions. These wi ll be referred as received to a member of the editorial staff 
or some other competent person or persons, and questions :J.nd replies will be 
printed :J.s promptly as possible. This feature is inaugurated in this is~u(). 

THE COVER STOCK 

One of the many questions that were involved in deciding upon the make· up 
of the JOURNAL was that of material for the cover. Careful search was made of 
the stocks available in M:J.nila, and one was selected which in quaJity-in texture 
and wearing quality·-was decidedly superior to most and which was dignified 
and distinctive in color. Shortly before the first issue appeared it W:J.S learned 
that the importer had decided to discontinue the line in favor of cheaper materials, 
and that only enough for two issues was avai lable. Nothing else satisfaetory 
being in sight, the Editor personally guaranteed payment for another shipment 
and this was ordered by cable. To the dismay of all concerned, when this wa. .. 
received it proved to be of a very different color. \Ve were forced to use it, 
however, wherefore in this respect the third and the present issues are not COll

sistent with the first two. Librarians especially will share our regret at this 
contretemps. 

PLACE OF THE INDEX 

'fhe suggestion has been received that the index of each number, which 
appears on the back of the cover, should be inside on the white paper where it 
would be available if the cover is removed on binding the volume. The position 
used was chosen after careful consideration of a large number of periodicals on 
the library shelves. Choice possibly was influenced by familiarity, since the loc!~

ti on selected is used relatively more frequently by American than other periodic:J.ls, 
but it unquestionably makes for convenience in using single copies. In binding 
:J. periodical such as this, which is not solid original material, it is well to bind 
in at least the iirst front cover and all of the back covers, partly to preserve the 
information thereon, but mainly for convenience in turning to the abstract or 
other special sections. In any event there will be, of course, an index for the 
volume, which should be awaited before binding. It will be distributed with 
the first issue of the second volume if it can be completed in time. 

LEPROSY REVIEWS 

In this issue appears a rcyjew of the treatment of leprosy, the second of 
the series that was announced in the first issue of the .JOURNAL, page 90. Othors 
will appear as they [Lre made available by those who have agreed to prepare 
them. 


